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ABSTRACT
This paper, prepared for the Eighth Space Congress, 
was developed to illustrate how system engineering 
techniques were applied in the early conceptual 
development of an end-to-end (total system, source 
to user) Space Shuttle Cargo Handling System. The 
techniques described were applied to a study under 
contract to NASA, Kennedy Space Center. The paper 
further shows that continuation of the system engin­ 
eering practices on subsequent phases of the cargo 
handling system development will greatly enhance the 
orderly and timely progression of the system through 
the conceptual phase into the definition, production, 
and operational phases. The techniques involved an 
orderly top-down iterative methodology following the 
basic guidelines of a uniquely simple system engineer­ 
ing diagram successfully used in the past on complete 
weapon systems. Methods are shown where streamlined 
techniques were developed to keep within the confines 
of calendar time limitations of the initial study and 
to reduce the magnitude of documentation.
While system engineering is more often used for 
development of a system containing a major prime 
vehicle end item such as a weapon or an aerospace 
vehicle, the techniques are readily applied to a 
system (cargo handling system) where no single end 
item is dominant, but the system interfaces heavily 
with several major aerospace vehicles in the forth­ 
coming space program. The conceptual definition of 
such interfacing aerospace vehicles as the Earth 
Orbiting Shuttle and the Space Station in fact be­ 
come part of the baseline inputs to the system engin­ 
eering progress involving the cargo handling system 
conceptual development. The cargo handling system 
is visualized as a total distribution system when 
treated in an end-to-end fashion.
This paper describes the methodology employed in the 
development of baseline inputs, the analysis leading 
to functional requirements definition, synthesis, 
evaluation, and decision. The resulting system is 
briefly described. Selected examples from the study 
are presented to show various feedback loops, special 
problems such as function location alternatives, 
reiterations, tradeoffs, dual system element winners 
and input changes, etc. Also discussed is the means 
by which streamlining of study efforts can be accom­ 
plished through the broad grouping of functions, 
operations and evaluation techniques. The end-to-end 
system schematic flow diagrams and the functional 
block diagrams developed in the study can become the 
foundation for subsequent iterations in certain areas
identified as critical problems requiring early 
resolution.
A major by-product of the study results is the real­ 
ization that application of system engineering tech­ 
niques need not be overwhelming nor excessively cost­ 
ly when used at the outset as a management tool and 
not as an af ter-the-fact documentation of engineering 
effort or management decision. Subsequent phases of 
the conceptual and development program must be treated 
with continued emphasis on simplification of tech­ 
niques where applicable, and a continuation of the 
described indenturing process at the proper point in 
time when a more detailed definition of the system is 
required.
INTRODUCTION
Engineers and managers often view System Engineering 
and Configuration Management as paperwork monsters 
whose sole purpose is the building of mountains of 
unnecessary documentation. Complex aerospace or 
weapon systems having reached the production phase 
often do pile up a considerable amount of documenta­ 
tion. However, without an integrated end-to-end 
system acquisition process with appropriate document­ 
ation, there is a danger of suboptimization of some 
system elements and scant treatment of others. 
Separately procured components may not function as 
planned when incorporated into the total system.
It is the intent of this paper to show how system 
engineering techniques were applied in the early con­ 
ceptual development of an end-to-end Space Shuttle 
cargo handling system. While the cargo handling 
system is not the primary end item in the Space 
Shuttle system, the cargo system is treated as part 
of a distribution system with major aerospace vehi­ 
cles (i.e., Space Shuttle as a transport vehicle; 
Space Station as a receiving vehicle) interfacing 
directly with it.
The system engineering applications described in the 
paper were used in a recent study (Ref . 1) conducted 
by McDonnell Douglas Corp. and Pan American World 
Airways under contract to NASA, Kennedy Space Center 
(KSC). A simplified system engineering process dia­ 
gram (a variation of one developed in Ref. 2) has 
been extensively used throughout this paper to assist 
in illustrating the various features of the analysis.
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SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROCESS DATA INPUT (REQUIREMENTS)
Applied to early conceptual phases of a program, the 
system engineering process transforms an operational 
need into a description of system performance para­ 
meters and a system configuration through use of an 
iterative process of analysis, synthesis, conceptual 
design, evaluation, and system definition. The above 
definition of the system engineering process responds 
well to the objective stated in the KSC statement of 
work: "The objective of this study is to conceive 
and develop comprehensive end-to-end cargo handling 
concepts for the Space Shuttle transportation system 
with appropriate supporting data, rationale and 
recommendations." Other requirements of the RFP were 
suggestive of the application of system engineering 
techniques to the study, yet the contractor was 
allowed flexibility in structuring the specific tech­ 
niques .
Figure 1 has been developed to assist in examining 
the system engineering process and its application 
in more detail. While the tasks in the diagram are 
separated, in actual operation these steps are inter­ 
acting and inter-dependent. The system engineering 
process applied to the conceptual phase of study 
begins with the receipt of input requirements. It 
is a sequential and iterative process consisting of 
functional analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and 
tradeoff decisions, and ultimately results in a 
description of system elements in the form of design 
requirements and criteria.
The system engineering process begins with the re­ 
ceipt of baseline input requirements generated by 
the operational need of the user; in this case, the 
need to transport cargo to and from space by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Data input can take many forms, including (a) mission 
and traffic requirements, (b) aerospace vehicle inter­ 
face description, (c) cargo description, (d) facility 
interface definition, and (e) supporting data. As is 
usually the case, data is received in raw form and 
requires reorganization or additional analysis to 
convert it to a usable format applicable to the 
specific analysis.
In the Space Cargo Handling System Study, data input 
was acquired from four basic sources: (1) NASA; (2) 
Current Space Shuttle, Space Station studies; (3) 
Other studies such as the Skylab Program, Space Exper­ 
iment Program, Nuclear Shuttle, etc.; and (4) The RFP 
document work statement. The overview of the total 
space program was obtained from the NASA in a report 
entitled "America's Next Decades in Space". From 
this document and many informal inputs the Space 
Program Milestones for the ten year period (1977 
through 1986) were generated as shown in Table 1.
Base line aerospace vehicle descriptions and perform­ 
ance data including payload interface criteria were 
obtained from the Space Station and Space Shuttle 
programs. An example of baseline requirements used
o FACILITIES
o EQUIPMENT
o PERSONNEL
o IMPLEMENTATION
SCHEDULE & PLAN 
o COST ESTIMATES
IS
THIS
SOLUTION
ACCEPTABLE
FIGURE 1
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
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in the study is shown in Table 2. Approximately 90 
baseline input constraints of varying degrees of 
significance were identified in the data acquired 
from the above mentioned sources.
TABLE 1
SPACE PROGRAM MILESTONES
Figure 2 plots the total launches per year according 
to the above mentioned three types of missions. The 
ten year program, starting with the Initial Opera­ 
tional Capability (IOC), has a modest annual launch 
rate of 13 flights. This remains rather stable for 
the first four years of the program. At this time 
the annual frequency increases in a span of two years 
through two large step functions to a peak rate of 
158 launches. This then reduces for the remaining 
three years to a stable 126 and 127 launches per year.
IOC 
DATE
1977
1977
1981
1981
1981
1982
1983
PROGRAM
12-MAN EARTH ORBIT SPACE STATION 
'EARTH ORBIT SPACE SHUTTLE (EOS)
12-MAN LUNAR ORBIT SPACE STATION (LOS) 
'NUCLEAR SHUTTLE (EARTH ORBIT TO LUNAR ORBIT) 
'SPACE TUG (CHEMICAL)
50-MAN EARTH ORBIT SPACE BASE
6-MAN LUNAR SURFACE BASE (LSB)
'LOGISTIC SYSTEMS
ISO-
100-
50-
0
SPACE STATION 
AND EXPERIMENTS
(13)
ADD: LUNAR 
ORBITING STA­
TION. SPACE
BASE. TUGS.
AND NUCLEAR
/ ///
ADD
(158)
(50)
/<36»/
LUNAR SURFACE BASE, 
TUGS. AND NUCLEAR
SHUTTLES
(127)
(45)/ / / / /A™'
—————— , —————— , ——————
TANKERS
MODULES
CREW 
AND 
SUPPLIES
t
80 81 82 83 84 85 86
FIGURE 2 
SPACE SHUTTLE TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION
TABLE 2 
BASELINE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS (GENERAL)
As an aid in the analysis, the missions were grouped 
into three types. These types were adopted for the 
study because they represent specific groupings of 
mission cargo requirements peculiarities that affect 
facilities and operational concepts. (1) The Crew 
and Supplies type of flight is of a logistics resup- 
ply nature and provides for the rotation of crews, 
the replenishment of expendables, spares, and equip­ 
ment, and the rotation of laboratory types of experi­ 
ments. (2) The Tanker type of flight is solely 
related to the supply and resupply of bulk fluid pro- 
pellants to earth orbit initial destinations. (3) 
The Special Modules type of flight would involve all 
payloads not covered by the Crew and Supplies or 
Tanker flights defined above.
Figure 3 was generated to depict a typical flight 
profile for a Space Station resupply logistics 
mission. Since the Space Shuttle is designed for low 
earth orbit operations, this profile can be generally 
applied to all the missions. The applicability of 
this typical profile relates to any payload monitor­ 
ing and servicing requirements that must be provided 
during the Space Shuttle flight regime.
I I | INITIATE TERM 
INITIATE GROSS | RENDEZVOUS 
RENDEZVOUS —\-r----
100 NO 20 
(TRANSFER)
TIME - MINUTES
FIGURE 3
LOGISTICS MISSION PROFILE
(SPACE STATION RESUPPLY)
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One of the most important Input Data acquisition 
areas in the study was that of payload description.
The characteristics of cargo have a prime influence 
on setting requirements in any cargo handling and 
distribution system. This is equally true in the 
Space Shuttle System, whose basic mission is to move 
cargo of many kinds to and from low earth orbit.
The previously identified mission types (Figure 2) , 
(1) Crew and Supplies, (2) Tanker, and (3) Special 
Modules, have been retained for purposes of grouping 
the cargo to define the cargo characteristics.
Table 3 lists 12 basic cargo groups with subgroups 
which apply to all initial and logistic resupply 
flights. Even though based on currently identified 
missions, the groups and subgroups are sufficiently 
encompassing to accommodate any change of cargo 
makeup or additions. These groups were used in the 
study as a basis for development of cargo character­ 
istics by flight and also became the starting point 
for the compilation of detail cargo data sheets by 
line item.
140 days). These normalizing factors, with appro­ 
priate allowances for nonlinear deviations, were then 
applied to develop new piece quantities for Space 
Station applications. Working from the OWS Stowage 
List, piece dimensions, weight, and volume data, the 
cumulative frequency curves were developed for two 
unitization conditions.
NOTES. - TAREWE1GHT NOT] INCLUOED
- PACKAGE VALUES BASED ON PIECE 
CONSOLIDATION FOR USER 
CONVENCIES IN SPACE.
- SHIPMENT VALUES BASED ON SOURCE 
UNITIZATION BY LINE ITEM SHIPMEN1 
PER LAUNCH.
PACKAGE/SHIPMENT WEIGHT II
TABLE 3
CARGO GROUPS
BASIC GROUPS
1. LIVE CARGO
2. FOOD
3. PERSONAL HYGIENE SUPPLIES
4. MEDICAL SUPPLIES
5. LIFE SUPPORT SUPPLIES
6. SPARES/REPAIR KITS
7. EXPERIMENTS AND SUPPORT
8. SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
9. PROPULSION STAGES/MODULES
10. PROPELLANTS
11. PRESSURANTS
12. MISC CONSUMMABLES AND EXPENDABLES
TYPE, EQUIPMENT 
PERISHABLE, NON-PERISHABLE 
PERISHABLE, NON-PERISHABLE 
PERISHABLE, NON-PERISHABLE 
GASES, LIQUIDS, SOLIDS 
REPLACEABLE, EXPENDABLE 
IVA, EVA, REMOTE, OTHER
TEST AND CHECKOUT, HANDLING, SERVICING, 
MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
ATTACHED, FREE-FLYING 
HAZARDOUS, NON-HAZARDOUS 
HIGH PRESSURE, LOW PRESSURE 
GASES. LIQUIDS, SOLIDS
Within the Crew and Supplies types of missions it 
was found that all the cargo could be categorized 
into one of three groups, these being (1) perishable, 
(2) non-perishable, and (3) hazardous. These three 
groups are significant in that each is representative 
of categorized requirements.
In order to develop a more finite grasp of the cargo 
characteristics for general application in the hand­ 
ling of Crew and Supplies types of non-hazardous and 
non-perishable cargo, two sets of curves, one of 
which is shown in Figure 4, were extrapolated from 
current Orbital Workshop (OWS) Stowage Lists. This 
involved the development of normalizing factors based 
on an extension of consumption rates (12 men vs. 3 
men) and a reduction of time in space (90 days vs.
FIGURE 4 
PACKAGE/SHIPMENT WEIGHT CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY
The first unitization condition designated by "Package" 
in the figure was based on individual user convenience 
in space.
The second unitization condition designated by "Ship­ 
ment" in the figure was based on line item shipment 
amount per launch.
As an example of curve usage, from Figure 4, it can 
be determined that 82% of the quantity of packages 
will weigh 25 pounds or less. As another example 
from the same figure, it can be determined that 75% 
of the quantity of packages will weigh 20 pounds or 
less, whereas 75% of the quantity of line item ship­ 
ments will weigh 73 pounds or less. As noted on the 
figure, no allowance has been made for tare weights, 
tare volumes, or packaging material dimensional allow­ 
ances .
In the study, tables were also generated to identify 
and describe the various tanker modules, their pay- 
loads , and special module payloads .
In the analysis of the physical characteristics and 
anticipated propellant payload modules associated 
with the tanker flights, it was determined that all 
of the typical propellants are hazardous from either 
the toxicity characteristic, or they are cryogenics 
and have the related control and handling hazards.
Module size requirements ranged from five feet in 
diameter by eight feet long to fifteen feet in dia­ 
meter by sixty feet long with an empty weight ranging 
from 300 to 9,000 pounds. The module sizes and empty 
weights are of particular importance since these 
characteristics will set many of the handling require­ 
ments in the ground system.
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A variety of special module payloads that will have 
to be handled in the Space Shuttle System as cargo 
were identified. Over twenty-one payloads categor­ 
ized as special modules were identified with varying 
degrees of descriptive data. These modules varied 
in gross weight from 8,216 pounds for a Satellite to 
49,940 pounds for the Centaur propulsive stage with 
payload "X".
Data Input, Iterative Loop D
It is normal to expect data input to change from 
time to time, especially during the concept formu­ 
lation phase of a program. If the input changes are 
allowed to continue over the duration of the study, 
the study virtually never would be completed, or 
could not be completed on schedule. This is where 
the iterative nature of the system engineering acti­ 
vity has a distinct advantage. Depending on the 
nature of the input changes, the study manager can 
elect to (1) accept the input change as an immediate 
iteration on the balance of the tasks, (2) wait until 
the subsequent tasks are completed and then recycle 
the new input data through the study tasks to test 
the impact, (3) relegate the new input to a later 
time frame when a larger number of input changes can 
be grouped and cycled through. Usually during a 
concept formulation stage several complete iterations 
are necessary, during which time each iteration goes 
progressively more into detail. A cutoff date on 
input changes is usually required to assure study 
completion on schedule, as was the case in this 
study which had an August 1970 data input cutoff date.
Among the major types of data input changes which 
will affect the cargo handling system and which will 
eventually be treated in later iterations are:
o Space program milestone date changes caused by 
funding limitations.
o Experiment Program definition iterations . 
o Shuttle Vehicle flight performance changes.
o Space Station concept changes (modular Space 
Station possibility).
o Payload definition changes resulting from 
more definitive studies of the payload items.
None of the above (even though many are major 
changes) should affect continued progress in the 
cargo handling system definition since the System 
Engineering methodology has a built-in system to 
accommodate changing inputs. It is when a program 
has progressed to development or production stages 
that input changes have more severe consequences.
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
operations affecting the payload. Three interrelated 
subactivities are involved: (1) Function identifi­ 
cation; (2) Function performance requirements anal­ 
ysis, and (3) Time requirements analysis.
The basic difference in the functional analysis 
methods presented here are that they are aligned with 
what happens to the Cargo/Payload as it moves end- 
to-end in the system, whereas functional analysis is 
more often thought of as being program procurement 
oriented .
Function Identification
The analysis covers function identification end-to- 
end to satisfy the objectives of each functional 
cycle. Functions are indentured from top down so 
that the sub-functions are recognized as a part of 
higher order functions. They are arranged in a 
logical sequence to permit traceability in an end- 
to-end closed loop path.
It is essential in the study to determine, as soon 
as possible, the areas which will be most meaningful 
in terms of study results and deal in depth only with 
those having significant impact on the end-to-end 
system design.
Functional Flow Block Diagrams were developed to pro­ 
vide congruity with the end-to-end system concept. 
Consistent with study depth, an asterisk was used 
within those blocks where no further indenturing 
would be accomplished within the specific study. 
However, further indenturing in many of the function­ 
al areas considered outside the scope of the study 
and of no appreciable influence on the overall study 
results, may be accomplished in future iterations.
Figure 5 depicts the top-level functional flow block 
diagram of the end-to-end movement concept. It 
should be noted that the logic in the diagram has 
been found, with minor modifications, to be basic to 
any logistics movement system, and when applied can 
lead to definition of all elements in the system, 
including management, primary and secondary movement 
vehicles, facilities, and manning.
After verification of the adequacy of input infor­ 
mation, functional analysis is performed to estab­ 
lish the baseline identity of functions and function­ 
al performance requirements which must be met to 
adequately accomplish the receipt, inspection, test, 
maintenance, payload loading, and operation of the 
system. This involves both ground and aerospace
3.0 
PERFORM CARGO 
DELIVERY 
OPERATIONS 
IN SPACE
4.0 
PERFORM 
RETROGRADE 
CARGO 
OPERATIONS
2.0 
PERFORM CARGO 
OPERATIONS 
DURING 
ASCENT
FLIGHT 5.0 
PERFORM CARGO 
OPERATIONS 
DURING REENTRY 
AND LANDING
1.0 
PERFORM GROUND 
OPERATIONS ON 
SPACE-BOUND 
CARGO
GROUND 6.0 
PERFORM 
POST-LANDING 
CARGO GROUND 
OPERATIONS
.
FIGURE 5 
PERFORM SPACE SHUTTLE CARGO MISSION
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Six first level functional flow block diagrams were 
generated as a first indenture to the top level dia­ 
gram. The first level indenturing process produces 
a varying number of subfunctions for each of the top 
level blocks. An example of the first level inden­ 
turing of block 1.0 from Figure 5 is shown in Figure 
6. This particular functional diagram identifies 
seven functions, one of which was not further in­ 
dentured relative to this specific study.
It becomes apparent from Figure 6 that six new 
functional diagrams will be generated for the second 
level indenture. An example of the second level in­ 
denturing process is presented in Figure 7 . This 
functional diagram identifies the indentured functions 
of block 1.2. This diagram indicates that no further 
indenturing of these specific functions was accom­ 
plished in the study.
This particular methodology may continue to the level 
of detail required. However, if the analyst doesn't 
use caution in the initial analysis, the total system 
concept may become obscured by excessive details.
facility requirements, soft-ware requirements, logis­ 
tic support, training, and maintenance.
The functional performance requirements in the space 
cargo distribution system are set by the quantity 
flow and the characteristics of the cargo being hand­ 
led, and these are a function of missions definition 
and scheduling.
.1 (REF) 
PERFORM OFF- 
CARGO 
LOGISTICS
•ERATIONS
I
1.2.1* 
PERFORM CARGO 
RECEIVING/ 
SORTING 
OPERATIONS
1.2.4* 
PERFORM LOAD 
PLANNING/ 
PREPARATION 
OPERATIONS
PERFORM CARGO 
QUALITY ASSUR­ 
ANCE OPERATION 
MONITORING
-*
S/
1.2.2* 
PREPARE CARGO 
FOR SPACE 
TRANSPORTATION
-»»
1.2.3* 
PERFORM C 
STORAGE 
OPERATION
1.2.5*
SPECIAL 
MODULES
JC/
1.2. 
TRAN 
— * CARG
1
ARGO
-1
6*
0 TO — r 
ING SITE I
PERFORM CARGO
FIGURE 7
1.2 PERFORM ON-SITE CARGO PROCESSING OPERATIONS
FIGURE 6 
1.0 PERFORM GROUND OPERATIONS ON SPACE-BOUND CARGO
As an aid in visualizing total flow logic at inden­ 
tured levels, a consolidated flow diagram or road map 
was generated for each of (1) ground cargo functions, 
and (2) aerospace cargo functions. Figure 8 depicts 
the consolidated flow diagram generated for ground 
cargo functions. Though up and down cargo track 
independently on the diagram, the nature of cargo 
handling and processing is such that grouping by oper­ 
ational and facility considerations is easily and 
logically accommodated as indicated by the vertical 
groupings. After the functions have been identified 
for the total system, the functional performance 
requirements for each function must be developed.
Functional Performance Requirements
Functional performance requirements define the input 
and output in sufficient detail for direct use as 
criteria for development of equipment and operation 
concepts, determination of personnel skill level,
FIGURE 8 
GROUND CARGO FUNCTIONS 1.0 AND 6.0
During the development of the functional performance 
requirements, numerous tables were developed to inte­ 
grate the data obtained from the input data analysis 
(Block 1 of Figure 1).
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Baseline tables were generated (1) to relate specific 
support programs, the annual rates, years, and re­ 
marks by cargo requirements, and (2) to further 
refine annual quantities and average launch rates 
related to cargo requirements types only. From 
these tables it was determined in the study that 1983 
is the peak year imposing demands on the total cargo 
movement system. The determination of this peak year 
forms the basis for subsequent analysis and require­ 
ments of the system.
A typical six-month launch spectrum was developed 
for a detailed assessment of the 1983 launch rates 
by mission cargo requirements type. This develop­ 
ment is essential for establishing requirements.
The next step in setting performance requirements for 
the resupply missions is to relate the appropriate 
flow from the typical launch spectrum with the Crew 
and Supplies mission for Space Station up and down 
cargo based on a 90 day resupply requirements and for 
Space Base up and down cargo based on a 22.5 day re- 
supply requirement. This is accomplished by the 
generation of a logistics support summary which dis­ 
plays the cyclic behavior of the Space Station and 
Space Base flights.
At this point the basic requirements are listed in 
tabular form in order to minimize the complexity 
caused by considering the three basic mission types: 
(1) Crew and Supplies; (2) Tanker; and (3) Special 
Module Carrier. A simplified example tabulation is 
shown in Table 4 for the Special Module Carrier 
Mission.
TABLE 4
ON-SITE CARGO PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS-1983 
SPECIAL MODULE CARRIER MISSION - UP CARGO
FUNCTION
1.2.1 
PERFORM CARGO 
RECEIVING/SORT­ 
ING OPERATIONS
1.2.2 
PREPARE CARGO 
FOR SPACE TRANS­ 
PORTATION
1.2.3 
PERFORM CARGO 
STORAGE 
OPERATIONS
1.2.4 
PERFORM LOAD 
PLANNING/ PREPA­ 
RATION 
OPERATIONS
1.2.5 
LOAD CARGO IN 
CARGO /PAX/ 
SPECIAL MODULES
1.2.6 
TRANSFER CARGO 
TO LOADING SITE
LOCATION
CPF
AGENCY/CPF
CPF
CPF
AGENCY/CPF
CPF TO SRF
REQU I REMENTS / REMARKS
(A) CAPABILITY TO HANDLE & PROCESS 
SPECIAL MODULE UNITS OF UP TO 
50,000 LB. AND MEASURING UP TO 
15 FT. DIA. X 60 FT LENGTH.
(B) BASIC REQUIREMENTS TO BE BASED 
ON 3 LAUNCHES /MONTH WITH 
STORAGE TO ACCOMMODATE 2 
SPEC AL MODULE UNITS. 
(C) SPEC AL MODULES DEFINITION
(INC UDING LUNAR) PER THE CHAR- 
ACTE ISTICS DATA FROM BLOCK 1 
OF F CURE 1. 
(D) PRIMARY RESPONSIB LITY FOR PRE­ 
PARATION (1.2.2) LOADING
(1.2.5) RESTS WIT SPONSORING 
AGENCY EXCEPT THA FINAL LOADING 
INTEGRITY RESTS W TH SPACE 
SHUTTLE AGENCY. 
(E) ALL LOAD PLANNING (SOFTWARE) 
FUNCTIONS PERFORMED AT CPF.
(F) HAZARDOUS CARGO TO BE TREATED 
PER THE TABLES TABULATING THE 
ON-SITE CARGO PROCESSING REQUIRE­ 
MENTS.
The total demands on any one equipment or facility 
element will consist of the summation of requirements 
considering the time-related mix of missions and of 
both up and down cargo.
Time Requirements Analysis
Time requirements analysis initially involves top 
level time line constraints imposed on the cargo 
handling system from external requirements. These 
top level constraints can be conveniently grouped 
into several categories. The selection of category 
groups is dictated by the type of constraining in­ 
fluence such as procurement lead time, aerospace 
vehicle ground operations, flight profile, etc. 
Initially, the top level time line constraints are 
imposed as "tentative", subject to later revision 
or trade-off if found in the subsequent analysis to 
be critical.
The second step in the analysis is an indentured pro­ 
cess of sequencing and allocation of time allowed to 
accomplish cargo handling functions within each cat­ 
egory. This can take the form of several indentures 
as dictated by the level of detail desired. Ulti­ 
mately, the indenturing process is taken to the man/ 
machine task level such as that required in the 
development of a launch countdown check list. This 
task level, however, is considered too detailed for 
the early stages of concept formulation.
The third step is the validation of the time line 
allocation through an analysis of operations using 
the postulated candidate system concepts identified 
in later tasks (see Figure 1) . Critical areas are 
identified for trade-off analyses which could also 
involve a feedback loop to test the sensitivity of 
changing the initially imposed top level time line 
constraint. Through successive iterations the end 
products are time lines allocated to functional areas, 
analytically tested within the framework of mission 
success, safety, resource utilization, minimization 
of down time, and increased availability. All inter­ 
facing functional areas are to be matched with the 
cargo processing functions for continuity of opera­ 
tion in the entire system (e.g. aerospace vehicle 
maintenance, refurbishment, fueling, etc.).
Applied to the Space Shuttle Cargo Handling Study, 
Figure 9 depicts a top level time line constraint 
within which time-line allocations can be developed 
for each of the eight categories.
The eight time-line categories are identified below: 
Category Type of Constraint
A Payload Processing (Up)
B Shuttle Ground Operations
C Ascent (Shuttle flight profile)
D Orbital Mission
E Descent (Orbiter flight profile)
F Orbiter Post Landing Operations
G Payload Processing (Down)
H Payload Refurbish or Modify
The time required to perform cargo functions are in­ 
fluenced by different factors for each of the eight 
categories as discussed below:
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duration in the cool-down area.
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TOP-LEVEL TIME LINE CONSTRAINTS
o Category A, being payload constrained, interfaces 
with the manufacturer, terrestrial transport vehicles,
 
the payload checkout and processing facility, and the 
cargo module (if not loaded directly in the Orbiter 
bay). Time is heavily influenced by payload procure­ 
ment lead time, and to a lesser degree by the on-site 
payload processing requirements.
o Category B is primarily constrained by the inter­ 
face with the Shuttle on the ground, including the 
shuttle refurbish facility, the vertical assembly 
building, and the launch pad. Time allocations are 
influenced by time to load the payload in the Orbiter,
 
Orbiter progress through the ground system from re­ 
furbishment to vertical mating with the booster, 
movement to the launch pad, and the entire prelaunch 
countdown and launch procedure. Some of the payload 
items, such as propellants, will not be integrated 
with the Orbiter until the vehicle reaches the launch 
pad.
o Category C time allocation is set by the Shuttle 
flight profile and will vary with orbital destina­ 
tion, altitude, and inclination and Shuttle flight 
performance capability.
o Category D involves in-orbit operations; thus, the 
time allocation is influenced by the mission to be 
performed and the interface with the orbiting receiv­ 
ing vehicle in the case of payload transfer.
o Category E, similar to C, is affected by deorbit, 
descent, and landing profile of the Orbiter.
o Category F time allocation is dependent on 
Orbiter duration in the cooldown area, movement to 
the Shuttle refurbish facility, and payload offload 
functions. Safing/decontamination functions at the 
cool-down area and Orbiter skin temperature affect
o Category G time allocation is affected by the ex­ 
tent of down-cargo processing functions and transport 
time to destination.
o Category H, involving recycle of payloads, is 
affected by the complexity of refurbish or modifica­ 
tion operations. Location could be a facility at the 
launch site or at a contractor/manufacturer facility.
As can be deduced from the above discussion, the 
specific time allocations are highly variable by 
mission, payload handling and processing functions 
on the ground and in space, and by the maintenance 
and flight preparation operations of the delivery 
vehicle. This points up the need to eventually plan 
for each payload item in detail through the entire 
chain of events. Standardization of procedures and 
commonality of equipment between payloads can contri­ 
bute greatly toward reduction of cost during the 
operational life of the system.
Functional Analysis, Iterative Loop "C"
This recycle loop allows for (1) consideration of a 
change in function identification, or an added or 
deleted function; (2) a change in functional require­ 
ment criteria or consideration of additional trade­ 
offs in setting a functional requirement; (3) a change
 
in time-line constraint or consideration of trade­ 
offs in time-lines.
The change of function should, in practice, not occur 
frequently if the function identification is initially
 
correctly determined. If the function is stated in 
action-oriented terminology and not in terms of its 
synthesized solution, the function should rarely 
change. A case uncovered in the study is the funct­ 
ion of "package up-cargo". This functional identi­ 
fication pre-supposes that packaging is required for 
every item. This may or may not be true. Durable 
hard goods may need no packaging at all. The function
 
could be changed to "protect up-cargo", however, 
protection is only one reason for packaging; there­ 
fore, the term "protect" is not a broad enough term. 
The best way to treat this type of case is to retain 
the functional identity of "package up-cargo", but 
at the same time structure the functional diagram to 
permit bypassing this function when desired. This 
method is also applicable when it is initially un­ 
known, where it would be sequentially best to accom­ 
plish loading of hazardous cargo. In the Shuttle 
System it is desired to load all cargo in the Orbiter 
before it reaches the launch pad and before mating 
of the Orbiter with its Booster. However, cargo 
items such as cryogenic propellants may be more con­ 
venient and safer to load at the launch pad. Since 
function location is subject to trade-off for each 
type of hazardous cargo, the functional diagram 
should be structured to allow for flexibility in 
selection of location where the loading is to take 
place. In the development of synthesized solutions, 
the alternatives, in terms of schematic flow diagrams,
 
can be postulated and evaluated in the successive 
iterations. It was beyond the scope of the study to 
resolve the issue of where best to load all of the 
many types of hazardous cargo; however, the function 
has been identified and the alternative flow paths
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have been identified for future iterations, 
example is shown in Figure 10.
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GROUP 2 - NODES AND LINKS
(HAZARDOUS CARGO)
The specifics of functional requirements can change 
often during the concept formulation stage of a 
program, some of which result from trade-off consi­ 
derations and some which are forced by a change in 
definition of interfaces (covered previously in data 
input changes). The employment of iterative loop C 
is well tailored to handle the above conditions. A 
case in point identified by the study, which will 
require a considerable trade-off effort, is the 
question of the need to design all cargo packages 
for a possible external environment of zero pressure. 
In the initial study, even though the cargo, such as 
Space Station resupply, is kept in a pressurized 
environment, a requirement was set to prevent cata­ 
strophic consequences from the rapid decompression 
in the event of an air leak in the pressurized cargo 
module or the Space Station. If the cost in terms 
of dollars or tare weight is small to provide for 
this severe environmental condition, then the require­ 
ment could be retained with little penalty. However, 
if the cost is high, possibly an analysis of the 
magnitude of the hazard should be accomplished in 
addition to an analysis of the probability of a rapid 
leak-down happening. Considerations of other trade­ 
offs may be in order also, including new innovations 
in package design such as built-in gaps or air valves 
in containers to allow breathing.
The change of baseline time-line input applicable to 
functional analysis can stem from changes in input 
data as discussed earlier, or from trade-offs involv­ 
ing allocation of time to the lower level functions. 
Two areas are identified in the study where function­ 
al time allocation will ultimately require careful 
analysis at a rather detailed level. The launch pad 
and the Orbital operations have many interfaces 
where time-lines require integration between aero­ 
space vehicle ground/flight operations and cargo 
operations. These areas are predicted to be time 
critical and very likely will require several success­ 
ive iterations before an acceptable time line will 
finally be developed. This is especially evident 
when considering that the goal of launch operation 
time for the Shuttle is a sizeable reduction from 
current space hardware launch operations.
SYNTHESIS
Synthesis (conceptual design) is where engineering 
creativity and state-of-the-art technology are brought 
to bear on the creation of alternative design and 
operation concepts to satisfy the stated functional 
requirements. Possible technical approaches are 
postulated for each functional area. The extent that 
successive iterations can be accomplished to synthe­ 
size design concepts vary with each functional area 
and how much is known about the payload from the pay- 
load definition and the functional requirements task. 
Generally, the better defined payloads will produce 
the best results.
The first part of the synthesis, as used in the study, 
involved development of schematic flow diagrams which 
show the end-to-end flow path of cargo by node and 
link. A number of competing candidate operations and 
design concepts are then postulated for comparative 
evaluation.
Schematic Flow Diagrams
The diverse nature of the cargo and related variations 
in flow paths required categorizing the cargo into 
three groups:
o Group 1 - General Cargo and Experiment Equipment
o Group 2 - Hazardous Cargo
o Group 3 - Passengers
Although these three must operate in an integrated 
system and employ many common equipments and facili­ 
ties, their separation enabled a more expedient con­ 
ceptual development. A schematic flow diagram was 
developed for each of the three cargo groups. A 
simplified flow diagram (Figure 11) was also developed 
to show where the cargo groups interface and how they 
are integrated. The flow diagrams developed in this 
task were used throughout the balance of the study.
Development of Candidate Concepts
Using the schematic flow diagrams as guides, compet­ 
ing alternative candidate design concepts were devel­ 
oped for the major cargo groups. In the majority of 
the cases, it was possible to develop and evaluate 
three competing candidate concepts. The basic guide­ 
lines for their development were based on three levels 
of austerity or sophistication. These are:
1. Candidate A - austere
2. Candidate B - medium sophistication
3. Candidate C - sophisticated
In many other instances, a single concept rather than 
competing candidates was developed and retained be­ 
cause of precluding operational constraints and/or 
because it represented the most effective concept that 
could be expected from present state-of-the-art tech­ 
niques .
The groups and operations evaluated are listed in 
Table 5. As can be seen from the table, 22 separate
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INTEGRATED CARGO SYSTEMS OPERATIONS
operations were developed for subsequent evaluation 
with most involving three competing candidate con­ 
cepts.
TABLE 5
CANDIDATE GROUPS EVALUATED
GROUP
PACKAGING
CARGO PROCESSING FACILITY
STOWAGE SYSTEMS
GROUND TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
CARGO LOADING EQUIPMENT
CARGO TRANSFER IN ORBIT
ALTERNATE LANDING SITE
PASSENGER OPERATIONS
OPERATION EVALUATED
PACKAGING OF SENSITIVE CARGO; NON-SENSITIVE CARGO; FOOD
UP CARGO RECEIVING; DOWN CARGO DISPATCHING; UP-CARGO STORAGE; 
DOWN CARGO STORAGE; UP-CARGO STAGING, UNITIZATION. MODULE 
LOADING; DOWN CARGO RECEIVING.
STOWAGE Of CARGO- IN-MODULE GENERAL CARGO; IN-MODULE 
OVERSIZE CARGO; IN-ORBITER BAY OVERSIZE CARGO.
CARGO MODULE MOVEMENT; ORBITER MOVEMENT (CARGO MONITORING 
CANDIDATES).
LOAD CARGO MODULE AT SRF; FULL CHANGE-OUT OF CARGO MODULES 
AT THE VAB; PARTIAL CHANGE-OUT AT THE VAB OR LP; COMPLETE 
CHANGE-OUT AT THE LP.
PANTRY TYPE OPERATION; RAPID TURNAROUND SITUATION.
OFF-LOAD PASSENGERS AND CARGO
OFF-LOAD AT THE COOL DOWN AREA.
Design sketches were developed for each of the candi­ 
date systems and sufficient additional analysis was 
conducted to permit a comparative evaluation of com­ 
peting concepts in the evaluation and decision task.
In the functional area of cargo transfer from the 
cargo module to the orbiting Space Station, consider­ 
ation had to be given to two sets of environmental 
conditions: (1) Operation under a zero g environ­ 
ment; and (2) Operation under artificial g conditions 
during spin-up of the Space Station. To allow maximum 
flexibility, the candidate systems postulated for 
cargo transfer were developed to function under either 
of the above conditions .
Synthesis, Iterative Loop A
This iteration, shown in Figure 1, is usually used 
during the early part of the evaluation of postulated 
candidate operational concepts and candidate hardware 
approaches. It is best applied to functional areas 
having a potential for many alternative solutions. 
In this case, in response to a stated functional 
requirement, candidate conceptual hardware approaches 
may be developed through use of brainstorming tech­ 
niques where the "will it work" test could be an in­ 
formal process which may or may not be formally docu­ 
mented. These techniques were successfully applied 
to some of the functions in the study where those 
concepts that did pass the test were listed and sub­ 
jected to a quick "practicality" test, and the
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rationale was documented on why the concept under 
consideration either passed or failed the test.
Those which passed the test became full-fledged 
candidates for comparative evaluation in block 4 
(Figure 1) . One example of a concept involving 
cargo transfer in space which did not pass the "will 
it work" or "practicality test" was that of tossing 
(the now) weightless cargo through a tunnel connect­ 
ing the cargo compartment of the Orbiter to the 
receiving area of an orbiting Space Station. While 
this method of cargo transfer in a zero-g environ­ 
ment is feasible, it was ruled out for safety reasons. 
It is considered a necessity to have the cargo guided 
or under positive control during transfer to avoid 
damage to either the cargo or the aerospace vehicle 
or injury to the occupants.
Synthesis, Iterative Loop B
This iteration is provided for successive treatment 
of candidate system approaches. In the study the 
actual use of this loop in most cases was implied 
rather than used per se. As discussed under Block 3 
(synthesis), three candidate concepts ranging from 
austere to highly sophisticated were postulated. The 
evaluation usually resulted in a selection of one of 
the three as the preferred system. In one case, how­ 
ever, the evaluation (of the cargo processing facili­ 
ty) resulted in none of the three candidates being 
fully acceptable. Iterative loop B was then used to 
postulate a hybrid system containing the better 
features of the three candidates.
EVALUATION AND DECISION
The evaluation is actually a continuous process as 
the synthesis task progresses successively into more 
detail. Trade-off studies are identified and per­ 
formed in the iteration process. Parametric analyses 
may be performed to facilitate some investigations. 
The objectives of the decision-making process are to 
achieve a balance between system performance, sched­ 
ule, and cost with minimum risk.
In the study, the evaluation analysis consisted of a 
comparison of the three choices of candidates using 
a point system. The concept having the highest 
number of points in the final score became the sel­ 
ected concept that was the basis for the structuring 
of the final end-to-end cargo handling system. The 
point system was developed as follows: Evaluation 
parameters such as tare weight, cost, safety, etc., 
were selected and given relative numerical weighting 
factors according to relative importance of the para­ 
meter. Table 6 lists the evaluation parameters which 
were applied as appropriate. The Candidate concepts 
(Candidates A, B and C) were comparatively scored on 
each parameter. The final weighted score for each 
parameter was the product of the unweighted score 
times the weighting factor. The weighted scores for 
each parameter were summed to arrive at a final 
score of each candidate concept.
The assignment of weighting factors and the scoring 
were predicated first on developed data and second 
on sound judgment. Where comparative data such as 
weight or cost estimates could be readily developed,
TABLE 6
EVALUATION PARAMETERS
PACKAGING' 1 '
- TARE WEIGHT
- FIRE RETARDANT
- REUSABLE
- COST
- OUTGASSING
- VISIBILITY
- ANTI-STATIC
- PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION
- WASTE GENERATOR
- USER CONVENIENCE
- CARGO ACCESSIBILITY
- PACKAGING FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
- PACKAGING SKILLS AT CPF
- IDENTIFICATION
- CUSHIONING PROTECTION
- MOISTURE AND GAS BARRIER
- STANDARDIZATION AND SIZING
- CUBE DISPLACEMENT
EQUIPMENT. FACILITIES. AND SYSTEM OPERATIONS121
- TARE WEIGHT
- USER CONVENIENCE
- FLEXIBILITY
- RELIABILITY/MAINTAINABILITY
- SAFETY
- GROUND TURNAROUND TIME
- SUSCEPTIBILITY TO CARGO DAMAGE
- INVESTMENT COST
- OPERATING COST
- MANNING
- TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED
- VOLUME UTILIZATION
- TURNAROUND TIME IN SPACE
- LOAD CHANGEOUT - PARTIAL
- LOAD CHANGEOUT - TOTAL
- LOAD PLANNING
NOTES: (I) SPECIAL PARAMETERS APPLIED TO PACKAGING
(2) PARAMETERS APPLIED AS APPROPRIATE TO PARTICULAR CONCEPT BEING EVALUATED.
these data were used to formulate comparison ratios 
which were converted over to whole number scores. 
Not all of the parameters had the benefit of extensive 
backup data. In such instances a sound weighted 
judgment was applied to aid in the scoring. Appro­ 
priate consultation was employed in instances related 
to specific analytical or engineering disciplines.
With the individual evaluations thus completed, the 
end-to-end cargo handling system could be conceptually 
reassembled with final emphasis on interface and opti­ 
mum conceptual design continuity.
DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM ELEMENTS
During the evaluation of the postulated Candidate 
System concepts, decisions are reached on the choice 
of system. The cargo handling system, selected as 
the preferred system, is then described in conceptual 
form. The description takes the form of schematic 
flow diagrams (described under "synthesis"), concept­ 
ual design sketches of equipment, facility layouts 
and requirements, manning requirements by skill level, 
and an implementation plan containing a development 
schedule and cost estimates. Test and training re­ 
quirements were deferred for future iterations when 
the system becomes defined in more detail.
A pictorial schematic of the end-to-end system taken 
from the study is shown in Figure 12.
A brief description of the system follows:
o Off-site Operations
The primary functions here are the preparation of the 
payload items for shipment and dispatching. Packaging 
methods will vary with the item to be shipped. In 
general, the cargo would be afforded initial protect­ 
ion by use of a unit pack of a heat sealable fire 
retardant barrier material. Multipurpose, lightweight 
modular reusable containers with cushioned inserts 
tailored to the cargo item would be used as the ship-
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END-TO-END CARGO SYSTEM
ment unit. The container also becomes a unitization 
medium for multiple items planned for a single launch.
o Off-site Transportation
No preferences were made; however, some guidelines 
were given concerning selection of transport mode 
and other criteria related to handling constraints.
o Cargo Processing Facility
A 40,000 ft2 facility was defined to match the peak 
year (1983) traffic flow. Up-cargo would leave the 
facility preloaded in the 15 foot diameter cargo/ 
passenger module which has been fitted with rotabin 
containers and a powered handling system. Large 
cargo items to be subsequently loaded directly in the 
Orbiter cargo bay would be carried on a handling 
fixture compatible with the Orbiter mechanical res­ 
traint system.
o Cargo Module Transport
A towed special transport dolly would be used to move
modules as large as 15 feet in diameter by 60 feet
long.
o Shuttle Refurbish Facility
An overhead crane would be employed to load the cargo 
modules or oversize cargo items into the Orbiter 
cargo bay.
o Orbiter Movement
The Orbiter would be towed to the Vertical Assembly 
Building by a tug. Connected cargo servicing/monitor­ 
ing equipment would accompany the Orbiter and tug.
o Vertical Assembly Building
The existing launch umbilical tower would be modified 
with special provisions to accomplish full or partial 
cargo change-out in the Orbiter.
o Shuttle Movement (Orbiter mated to its Booster in
Launch Attitude)
The Shuttle on its launching base and launch umbilical 
tower would move to the launch pad on the existing 
crawler tractor.
o Launch Complex
Provisions for propellant loading, passenger loading,
and full or partial cargo change-out are indicated.
Cargo servicing and monitoring equipment is also
required.
o Orbital Cargo Operations
Three categories of space missions are depicted: (1) 
Space Station/Base resupply from the cargo module 
docked to the Space Station; (2) Orbital placement or 
retrieval of cargo directly from the Orbiter bay; (3) 
Satellite servicing and maintenance from a manned 
support module erected from the Orbiter cargo bay.
o Cool-Down Facility
Provisions are to be made for offload of passenger/ 
crew and critical cargo items from the Orbiter. 
Early analysis has indicated that the Orbiter, after 
landing, will have temperatures ranging up to 300°F.
o Transport (Cargo and Passenger)
Conventional transport means are to be provided for
cargo and passenger transport from the cool-down area.
o Reverse Flow
Reverse flow of cargo and passengers is indicated by
the flow lines on the diagram.
While the above is a brief coverage of the system 
described in more detail in the study, the treatment 
of the system as an end-to-end handling concept is 
apparent. The initial development and conceptual
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definition has progressed to sufficient depth to iso­ 
late the remaining unresolved problems. Furthermore, 
with the system engineering methodology employed at 
the outset, the future successive iterations are 
readily achievable to meet overall time milestones 
of the Space Shuttle systems.
Implementation Plan
While not shown in this paper, an implementation 
schedule based on major space milestones from the 
mission and traffic analysis was developed for the 
1971 to 1983 timeframe. All major areas of effort 
required from now through operational capability are 
defined and scheduled. Cost estimates for facilities, 
equipment, and operation are also provided. Manning 
requirements are developed in the system description 
and a manning cost breakdown is included in the imple­ 
mentation plan.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has presented an example of how system 
engineering techniques were applied to a Cargo Dist­ 
ribution System for space cargo during the early 
Concept Formulation phase. Each step in the simpli­ 
fied System Engineering Process diagram (Figure 1) 
was used in the study. An end result is the reali­ 
zation that a controlled method of employing the 
System Engineering Process at the outset has a pay­ 
off not only in the conduct of the early studies, but 
paves the way toward continuation of the process to 
subsequent phases of effort. The techniques have 
been tested and found to work. Streamlining tech­ 
niques are always in demand and a strong effort 
should continue to be made in this direction. Sub­ 
sequent phases of the conceptual and development 
program should involve successive iterations where 
the described indenturing process is employed toward 
a more detailed definition of the system. While 
still in the Concept Formulation Stage, it is im­ 
portant not to get lost in the detailed nuts and 
bolts of the system. The studies should be confined 
to performance requirements so as not to unduly con­ 
strain creative hardware design in the later phases.
Continuation of the System Engineering Process, and 
the management thereof, in succeeding phases of study 
can be controlled in a System Engineering Management 
Plan having the following features as suggested by 
Reference 2:
o Mission Requirements/Constraints
o Responsibility/Authority
o Resource Allocation
o Documentation/Format
o Design Reviews
o Interdisciplinary Integration
o Engineering Decision Process
o Program Assurance
o Change Control
o Work Breakdown Structure
o Training
o Technical Performance Measurement
o Tailoring (variations, alternatives, etc.)
o Milestones/Schedules
The System Engineering management organization and 
direction of emphasis will take on an evolutionary 
change as the system moves toward the production 
phase. Configuration Management involving Payload 
Integration begins to take on a greater importance 
in the later phases .
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